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CHICAGO - June 26, 2014
Ace Computers, one of the leading custom computer builders and resellers for K-12 and
higher education, just announced 2 major school computer builds and the award of a major
contract.
The buys consist of 1250 PCs for 2 major school districts for and are among the largest
education-related requisitions to date. Ace Computers CEO John Samborski explained, Custom
technology makes sense for schools in particular for a number of reasons. For example, custom
computers are easily cloned---as the school expands, they know we can replicate what they
already have. Also schools can order computers that meet or exceed their exact requirements
without a lot of capabilities that they dont need; this is a real advantage for schools that are on a
tight budget.
WSIPC is a Washington State buying cooperative for 10 school districts, with the purpose of
sharing software development and hardware costs; and providing centralized technology support.
WSIPC develops, licenses, and maintains software; and provides technical support and network
management for over one million students in 300 public/private school districts. The goal is
quality technology at a reasonable costa natural fit for Ace Computers. The companys WSIPC
contract to provide desktops runs through the end of August, 2019.
Acknowledged as the best custom technology manufacturer, Ace Computers is a WomanOwned Small Business custom technology systems manufacturer and reseller for the public
sector as well as the commercial sector. Their channel partners include Intel, Supermicro,
NVIDIA, Mellanox and Samsung among others. It has been an industry leader since 1983. In
addition to some of the finest academic institutions in the U.S., long-term clients include the U.S.
Department of Energy and the U.S. Department of Defense. Ace Computers builds custom
technology with the same components that top manufacturers use without the premium price. Its
principal, recognized industry expert John Samborski, is an alumnus of Intel’s prestigious board
of advisors. In addition to its Greater Chicago headquarters, Ace Computers has locations in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Colorado. To contact Ace Computers, call 1-877-223-2667 or 1-847952-6900 or visit http://www.acecomputers.com/TopProducts.asp
###
For media inquiries, contact Jeanna Van Rensselar at Smart PR Communications;
630-363-8081; jeanna@smartprcommunications.com.
For Company Background, visit: http://www.acecomputers.com/TopAbout.asp
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some of the finest academic institutions in the U.S., long-term clients include the U.S. Department
of Energy and the U.S. Department of Defense. Ace Computers builds custom technology with
the same components that top manufacturers use without the premium price. Its principal,
recognized industry expert John Samborski, is an alumnus of Intel’s prestigious board of
advisors. In addition to its Greater Chicago headquarters, Ace Computers has locations in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Colorado. To contact Ace Computers, call 1-877-223-2667 or 1-847952-6900 or visit http://www.acecomputers.com/TopProducts.asp
Ace Computers on LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/98135?trk=tyah
Ace Computers on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/#!/AceComp
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